
The team just behind the Jazz in the Western 
Conference at the moment is the Phoenix Suns. 
After 10 consecutive seasons of missing the 
playoffs and six straight losing seasons, the Suns 
acquired point guard Chris Paul prior to the season 
to pair with All Star Devin Booker along with a 
group of promising young players. That trade has 
paid dividends thus far, as the Suns possess the 
second-best record in the NBA with both Paul and 
Booker being named All Stars this season. The Suns 
have also gotten good production out of former top 
draft pick DeAndre Ayton and free agent signings 
Jae Crowder, Dario Saric, and Cameron Payne. While 
the Western Conference features an abundance of 
quality teams, the Suns are among the teams who 
could make a deep playoff run.

While a few teams are beginning to separate 
themselves from the pack, there is certainly a lot 
of competition among the top teams. The NBA 
is sure to be filled with intrigue throughout the 
second half of the season.
(Sources: ESPN, CBS Sports, NBC Sports)

pandemic, with virtually no spectators in the stadium, many EPL fans 
have transferred their prejudiced ideas to online sites, where they can 
get much more attention. 

Despite the level of attention these racist posts have gotten from 
the public, the EPL has been slow to take serious action against these 
online comments. Currently, the league has reportedly only sent emails 
to various social media sites notifying them of the posts. In the eyes 
of players like Zaha, this is not an adequate response. Zaha has lost 
faith in his own league, as he believes that change must now come 
from the social media platforms instead of the EPL. 

The topic of racism in European soccer remains prevalent apart 
from just the Premier League. In contrast to Zaha’s message, the 
Swedish-born A.C. Milan forward Zlatan Ibrahimovic expressed his 
concerns about professional athletes involving themselves in politics. 

Ibra specifically targeted NBA great Lebron James for his extensive 
use of social media to spread his political beliefs, which mostly per-
tains to African-American inequality in America. James responded to 
Ibrahimovic’s comment, saying simply, “I would never shut up about 
things that are wrong.”

Although the two soccer players’ messages are different, both 
men agree that racism is a widespread problem across all European 
soccer leagues, and both agree that there is “no place for racism” in 
the game of soccer.
(Sources: ESPN, New York Post, USA Today, The Sun, beIN Sports, 
NBC Sports)

by Alexandra Evans
News Editor

The LGHS Track and Field team returned to the field with tenacity 
following the restart of school sports. With many new and experienced 
athletes, the team resumed their regular practice schedule and inten-
sive workouts. Some members of the team took some time to expand 
on their previous experience with the team and hopes for the future.   

Long time track and field athlete and senior Mabel Heenan takes 
to the track as a LGHS athlete for the fourth year this season. With 
her eyes set on running since elementary school, Heenan says that 
once she began track in sixth grade, “It just felt really natural for me.” 
She discovered high jump in seventh grade and stuck with it, PRing 
at the only meet of the 2019-20 season and anticipating jumping 
in college. Excited to be back, she expresses fondness towards the 
track community, describing it as supportive and loving. Heenan is 
a jack of all trades, as she excels in sports medicine and art via the 
3D Design course. 

One sophomore, Jeanette Li, has run track and field since seventh 
grade and will be renewing her spot on the LGHS team for the second 
year. With the main event of the 100 yard dash, Li is a force to be 
reckoned with. Although this year hosts a shorter season, she hopes 

El Gato discusses new T&F season with team members
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by Revanth Rao
Sports Editor

The NBA began that second part of their season 
on Mar. 10 after a week without games. Due to 
the pandemic, the season has been shortened to 
72 games as compared to the typical 82, meaning 
teams played around 36 games in the first half of 
the season and will play a similar number of games 
in the second half as well.

One of the favorites to win the NBA champion-
ship is the Brooklyn Nets, who have won 18 out of 
25 games since acquiring former NBA Most Valuable 
Player James Harden from the Houston Rockets in 
a trade. With fellow stars Kevin Durant and Kyrie 
Irving missing games due to injuries, Harden has 
provided a spark for the Nets, as he has scored over 
25 points and dished out over 11 assists per game 
since his trade. Additionally, the team has improved 
defensively, allowing them to continue winning 
games despite Durant missing over a month with a 
hamstring injury.

In the Western Conference, the Utah Jazz have 
been the story, as they currently hold the best 
record in the NBA. For the second time in franchise 
history, the Jazz had three players recognized as 
NBA All Stars. Mike Conley, who was acquired in a 
trade before last season, struggled in his first season 
with the Jazz but improved greatly this season as he 
became more acclimated to the team. Additionally, 
Donovan Mitchell has led the team offensively, 
scoring about 25 points per game. On the other end 
of the floor, Rudy Gobert has anchored the team’s 
defensive, which is among the best in the NBA. 
While the Jazz have never won a championship, this 
season gives them a good chance to do so.

NBA commences 2nd half
by Trent Bartlett 
Sports Editor

Professional golfer Bryson Dechambeau won 
the Arnold Palmer Invitational, on Mar. 7, netting 
a winning prize of 1.7 million dollars. Dechambeau 
beat the likes of former Masters winner Jordan 
Speith, who started Sunday nine under to Bryson’s 
10 under. 

Dechambeau completed his fourth round at 
11 under after a solid 71 round. He finished in 
front of Lee Westwood and Corey Connors, who 
finished their tournament at 10 under and eight 
under, respectively.

However, this wasn’t the only press Decham-
beau got during the weekend, as throughout the 
week leading up to the tournament, as well as 
during the rounds, he floated the idea of going for 
the green on the infamous par-5 sixth. This hole 
is a 555 yard that wraps around a lake that the 
course surrounds. With his long driving abilities, 
Dechambeau wanted to attempt to carry the 360 
yard lake. 

Throughout the week he said he needed the 
right weather conditions, something he didn’t get 
until Saturday. The conditions were perfect with a 
ten mile wind right behind him, so he lined it up 
and went for it. His attempt was a 370 yard bomb 
but wasn’t on the correct line, which meant his ball 
was in the rough about 80 yards out. He went on 
to birdie the hole and didn’t attempt it on Sunday.

After Dechambeau celebrated his victory, he held 
a press conference about the tournament and the 
Players Championship. During this press conference, 
a reporter asked Dechambeau about the 18th hole 
at The Players. He stated his interest in attempting 
a very similar approach to the one he took on hole 
six. Furthermore, on Tuesday, he said he planned 
to “probably give it a try, but it’s most likely not 
going to happen.’’

This resulted in the PGA releasing a statement 
that reads, “In the interest of safety for spectators, 
volunteers and other personnel, The Players Cham-
pionship Rules Committee has installed an internal 
out of bounds left of the lake for play of hole 18. 
Similar instances of internal out of bounds for safety 
purposes have occurred at The Open Championship 
(hole nine) in 2017, the 2021 Sony Open in Hawaii 
(hole 13 and hole 18), and most recently, the 2021 
Arnold Palmer Invitational presented by Mastercard 
(hole six).’’

Dechambeau later reacted to the statement by 
saying, “I understand it. I probably shouldn’t have 
said anything. Knowing that now ... I won’t ever say 
any lines that I’m taking anymore, but that’s OK.” 
However, Dechambeau is still looking to make a big 
splash at the Players Championship this weekend. 
(Sources: NBC, New York Post, Golf Digest)

Dechambeau wins the API

to train for hurdles and potentially compete in them. Her passion 
for track and motivation to improve are derived from the joy that 
meets bring. She expresses that being a short sprinter brings a lot of 
adrenaline and excitement to the sport. When she is not tearing up 
the competition, Li enjoys doing community service with her closest 
friends and has recently picked up embroidering. 

Another among the diverse group is LGHS sophomore Harte 
Thomas. Thomas is unsure which event he wants to compete in this 
season, but anticipates either the 200 yard dash or the 300 yard hur-
dles. Having run track in eighth and ninth grade, Thomas has mastered 
jumping and taken a liking to the sport. Over quarantine, Thomas’ 
bursts of motivation to run led to running with friends on the Jones 
trail. Respectively, Thomas cherishes being back at practice because 
it brings back familiarity to his coronavirus centered schedule. He 
states, “It brings normalcy, I’m kind of excited just to see more people.”

Similarly, sophomore Brady Kamali brings his many years of 
experience to the team, as a part of the LGHS team since last year and 
running track and field since seventh grade. Although he is seasoned 
in many events, Kamali’s adoration for track rests in jumping. He 
explains, “I really enjoy the act of jumping, clearing the bar is really 
fun to me.” Although he has got the high jump down to a T, he hopes 

ALL SMILES: Dechambeau tosses a golf ball to his caddy. 

to take up pole vaulting if it resumes this season. Coronavirus cut the 
previous season short, but he looks forward to competing in meets. 
Having not been able to practice, Kamali has utilized club soccer to 
maintain his endurance and stay fit.

WARM UP TIME: Track and Field athletes follow COVID protocols and stretch.
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Zaha spotlights racism and kneeling in English soccer
by Senji Torrey
Media Production Editor

For the past five months, the English Premier League has made 
it a tradition to kneel before kickoff to stand in solidarity with the 
Black Lives Matter movement. However, after almost half a year of this 
symbolic gesture, some players have begun to feel as though kneeling 
is not enough, and perhaps never was.

The controversy began after Crystal Palace winger Wilfried Zaha 
pointed out that kneeling has become something that is undignified 
and even unproductive. The Palace player also expressed additional 
distaste for the pregame ritual when he explained that kneeling is 
“Like a tick-box [for the league].”

Zaha elaborated by adding that “The whole kneeling down — why 
must I kneel down for you to show that we matter...Why must I even 
wear Black Lives Matter on the back of my top to show you that we 
matter? This is all degrading stuff.”

Zaha’s comments came amid a sharp rise in racist social media 
posts targeted towards Black players in the Premiership. These online 
acts of racism are not isolated events. The Premier League has been 
plagued with stadium goers’ racist taunts, chants, and threats to 
Black players since its inception. However, during the coronavirus COACHING MOMENT: Zaha looks to the sideline for instruction from his coaches.

HOT IN PURSUIT: Zaha races toward the ball during a practice with Crystal Palace.
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PLAYING DEFENSE: Joe Harris of the Nets attempts a steal.
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